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Introduction

The Archaeological Archives contain documentary materials from 1900 to the present for many sites and regions in California and other areas of western North America. Many of the documents resulted from projects carried out between 1948 and 1971 by the University of California Archaeological Survey (later the Archaeological Research Facility) organized and directed by Professor Robert Heizer.

Scope and Content

The Archaeological Archives include documentation from each of the 58 counties in California, and from 16 counties in Nevada. Manuscripts consist of field survey and excavation records comprising typed or handwritten notes, photographs, sketch maps, drawings, permits, newspaper clippings, and correspondence from 1900 to the present. These are informal or unpublished University of California Archaeological Survey (UCAS) reports, Contributions of the Archaeological Research Facility, or other publications of the University of California, although many of these site reports and manuscripts formed the core for published documents through the university and elsewhere.

1. Archaeological Survey of Northwestern Santa Barbara County (by Clarence Ruth).
2. Notes on the Archaeology of Santa Barbara County (By J.B. Willard, 1937).
3. Preliminary Appraisal of the Archaeological Resources of the Pine Flat Reservoir, Fresno County, California (by F. Fenenga, 1947).
4. Notes on Various Lake County Collections (by various authors).
5. Notes on the Sonoma County Collections (by various authors).
6. Notes on Various Collections from San Luis Obispo County (by A. Pilling, no date given).
7. Notes on the Private Collections of Artifacts from Southern Humboldt County, Including Hum-112, Gunther Is, Big Lagoon, and Sites on the Eel, Smith and Mad Rivers (by various authors).
10. An Archaeological Survey of Lassen County (by F.A. Riddell, 1949).
11. Notes on the Excavation of Riverside County Sites (by W.D. Strong, no date given).
12. Preliminary Appraisal of the Archaeological Resources of the Success Reservoir, Fresno County, California (by F. Fenenga, 1947).
15. Petroglyphs at Mod-1 (by various photographers and artists).
21. The Archaeology of SFr-1 and the Farallon Islands (by Fenenga and Riddell, 1949).
31. Preliminary Appraisal of the Archaeological Resources of the Coyote Valley Reservoir, Mendocino County, California (by Franklin Fenenga, 1947).
*32. Correspondence Concerning Drake’s Bay Sites, 1941-1951.
33. Excavations in the West Berkeley Shellmound, Ala-307 (by Joseph Petersen, 1904).
34. Archaeological Notes on Sac-28 (by Francis A. Riddell and Harry S. Riddell, Jr., 1940).
35. Burial Data on Col-2, Howell’s Point (by various authors, 1935).
36. Excavations at Sac-6 (by various authors, 1920s-1952).
37. Archaeological Surveys in Round Valley, Mendocino County, California (by W.D. Weymouth, et. al).
38. The Indians of Pelican Island, Ker-59, Ker-66, Ker-67 (by Estep, 1933).
41. Various Undergraduate Term Papers Relating to California Archaeology (by various authors, 1947).
42. Excavation at Sac-127, Done in 1933 (by Heizer, 1941).
43. Burial data from Ala-328, Newark (various authors).
44. The excavation at Sta-6 (by Al Mohr, 1948).
45. Photographs and Drawings of the Petroglyphs at Painted Rock, SL-79 (by various photographers and authors).
46. Manuscript Copy of Typologies Employed in Lillard (Heizer and Fenenga, 1939).
47. Archaeological Notes on the Castro Mound, SCL-1 (various authors).
48. Miscellaneous Notes and Distributions on SF and Drake’s Bay Sites (by R.K. Beardsley, ca. 1946).
*49. Excavations at CCo-139 (by Gordon W. Hewes, 1939).
50. Archaeology Notes on the Maltby Site, CCo-250 (Heizer, no date given).
51. Details on the Petroglyphs at Mnt-86 (by W.C. Massey, 1938).
52. Notes on a Collection in the Table Mountain Region (by Al Miller).
53. Field Catalogue for Excavation of Hum-118 (summer field class, 1948).
55. Burial Data from Sha-20 (Whitewater, no date given).
56. Notes on the D.M Witt Collections (by Pilling, 1948.)
57. Archaeological Notes on Col-3 (by Heizer and F. Fenenga, 1938).
58. Manuscript on the Petroglyphs of Modoc and Lassen Counties (by W. W. Ahl).
59. Petroglyphs at the Naval Ordinance Station, Inyokern, Inyo County (by Virginia E. Hitchcock, 1946).
60. Excavation on the Herzog Site, Sac-72 (by Heizer, Mckee, and Ristow 1934, compiled by Fenenga, 1942).
61. A Supplement to Petroglyphs and Pictographs of California and Adjoining States (by C.E. Smith, 1946).
63. Notes on the Stanford Skull (by various authors).
64. Notes on the Drescher Site, Sac-109 (by Heizer, 1937).
65. The Archaeology of Sac-104 (by various students and faculty, 1946).
66. Notes on the Excavation of Sjo-68. Incorporated into Ms. #190 (by various authors).
68. Field Notes on the Archaeology of Windmiller Site, Sac-107 (by Heizer and Fenenga, no date given).
70. Field Catalogue for Various UCAS Collections from Coachella Valley, Kern County, etc. (1949).
73. Pomo Ethnography: Notes and Photographs. (Manuscript by Henry Maudlin, photographs by various people).
74. Tulare Indians at Monterey (by Pilling, no date given).
75. Carmel Mission Indians (by Pilling, no date given).
76. Antoniano Salinan (by Pilling, no date given).
77. Western Mono (by F.A. Riddell and C.W. Meighan, no date given).
78. Windmiller (Sac-107) Manuscript. Incomplete and Unfinished (by Heizer).
80. Original Notes from an Archaeological Survey of the Napa Region (by field class from Spring, 1947).
82. Notes on the Archaeology of San Benito County (by Pilling and others).
83. Certain Sites in the Sierra Madre, Northeastern Santa Barbara County (by D. Lathrop and others, 1950).
85. Metallographic Examination of Two Heavy Rods and of Two Small Spikes (by Colin G. Fink and E.P. Polushkin, 1948).
88. Archaeological Field Specimen Inventory Record of Unmodified Animal Bone from Son-299 (UCAS collection, 1949).
89. County Notes - Mother Lode Building Survey (by Heizer and Fenenga, 1948).
92. Data on Screened Stratipits from Sacramento Valley Sites (by Field class, Summer, 1949).
93. Burton Mound, Sba-28, Clippings (by various authors, 1923).
95. Original Data Sheets of Schenck-Dawson Survey of the Northern San Joaquin Valley (by Elmer J. Dawson, 1929).
96. Original Field Notes - Dawson Collection (by E.J. Dawson, not dated).
Manuscripts

98. Field Notes. Same as above.
100. Site Maps and Artifact Charts for Various Marin County Sites, including the McClure Site, Mrn-266 (by R.K. Beardsley, 1946).
102. Some Age and Space Relations of the "Concord Man" (by Harold A. Boyd, Jr. and Lester Cole, 1947).
104. Anthropometric Analysis of Two Skeletons from CCo-13 (by C.L. Abbott, 194).
105. Analysis of Artifacts from Petersen Mound #2, Sol-2. (by various authors, 1948).
106. Archaeological Survey of Northern Monterey County (by A. Pilling, 1948).
112. Notes on Various Marin County Sites (by R.K. Beardsley and others, 1941).
113. Field Notes on the Tranquillity Site, Fre-48 (by Gordon W. Hewes, various authors and various dates).

* 114. Tracings of the Pictographs of SBa-508 (by Brooks and Lathrap).
** 115. An Archaeological Survey of the Big Creek Reservoir No. 4 (by Wallace and Lathrap, November, 1950).

118. The Archaeology of the Brazil Site, Sac-43 (by F. Fenenga, no date given).
119. Field Excavation Records, Site CCo-151 (Field Class, 1950 and 1951).
120. Burial Data from Mrn-242, Cauley Site (various authors).
121. Burial Data from Sac-151 (various authors).
122. Burial Data from Sac-66, Morse Site (various authors).
123. Burial Data from Sac-29, King Brown (various authors).
124. Burial Data from Mrn-275, Mendoza (various authors).
125. Field Notes from Mnt-107, Plus Other Notes Including CCo-151 (by Sylvia Broadbent, from Summer, 1951).
126. Site Maps and Artifact tabulations from Son-256 and Son-369 (by C. Meighan, 1951).
133. Notes on the Archaeological Sites on the West Side of the San Joaquin Valley (by F.F. Latta and W.R. Dimble, no date given).
134. Manuscript Withdrawn.
135. The Archaeology of a Paiute Village Site in Owens Valley (by H.S. Riddell).
136. The British Museum Collection from Avila, California (by A. Pilling, 1952).
139. Manuscript Returned to the Author in 1970.
144. Correlation of Archaeological Data from the San Francisco Bay Region-Principal Investigations, 1904-1935 (by Alex D. Krieger, 1935).
147. The Archaeological Resources of Seven Reservoir Areas in Central and Northern California (by A.E. Treganza, 1952).
149. Survey of Courses Primarily Concerning Archaeology, Taught in American Universities. 1952.
151. Wilson Valley Reservoir (Yolo County) and Monticello Reservoir (Napa County) Site Surveys (C.E. Smith, no date given).
153. Field Catalogue for Cal-99 (by W. Gonzalves, 1952). (Includes UCAS Map 120.)
154. Cogstones (by various authors with various dates).
*157. Additional Petroglyph Information (by various authors, no date).
162. Fort Ross - A Study in Historical Archaeology (by Adan E. Treganza, 1953).
163. Archaeological Investigations at Sites Sta-44 and Sta-45 (by J. Davis, 1953).
164. An Examination of Carter's La Jolla Papers, 1950, 1952 (by R.H. Brooks).
**166. Rattlesnake Dance, etc. (by F. F. Latta) and Kern County Historical Source Material (by R.C. Bailey). 1948.
167. Age of the Farmington Complex of Stone Artifacts (by Ernst Antevs, 1953).
168. Salvage Archaeology in Nimbus and Reservoir Areas, Central California (by A.E. Treganza, 1953).
175. Correspondence and Catalogs on Type Collection Sent to the Denver Museum of Natural History (by various authors, 1954).
177. An Account and Map of a Prehistoric Trail in Tulare and King Counties (by J.C. McCubbin, 1953).
178. Field catalog and Excavation records from the Jalama Creek Dig, SBa-205 (by D.W. Lathrap, 1950).
181. Notes on the Archaeology of Mono County, California (by Meighan, no date).
185. Field Notes from Sha-52, Fall River Mills, Callison Ranch (by Bennyhoff, 1958).
193. Field Records and Catalogs from Teh-1, Kingsley Cave (by M. Baumhoff, 1952).
194. Examination of Indian Shell Mounds within San Francisco Bay with Reference to the Possible 1579 Land Fall of Sir Francis Drake (by A.E. Treganza, 1955).
196. Appraisal of the Archaeological Resources of Cachuma Reservoir, SBa-477 and SBa-485 (by A.D. Mohr, 1951).
197. Notes and Photographs on Various Orange County Sites (by J. Winterbourne, 1938).
199. Pocket Map of the Sonoma County with Sites from Nelson's Survey as Indicated by Nelson (undated).
203. Projectile Point Collection in Possession of Mrs. Barbour, Curator of Sonoma Mission from a Ranch in the Sebastopol Area (by C.N. Gregoire).
204. Notes on Testing of CCo-18, Marsh Site (by C. Miles and D.B. Rogers, 1946-1947).
206. Field Notes from Topanga Canyon Tank Site, LAn-1 (by Treganza, 1947).
207. Notes on the Humbolt Cave, Nevada (by R.F. Heizer).
209. The Lake Mojave Site (by C.W. Meighan, 1954).
214. Archaeology of the Hollister Site, Sac-21 (by F. Fenenga, 1939).
215. Excavations at the Mosher Site, Sac-56 (by F. Fenenga, 1939).
216. Original Field Notes on Sac-83 and Sac-86 (by F. Fenenga, 1939).
221. Notes Pertaining to Private Collections from Hobo Hot Springs, Nevada, Do-12 (by A.B. Elsasser, 1956).
222. Photographs of the Calaveras Skull from G. Davidson, 1907.
224. Two Gilak Dance Songs, One Woman's Song. Mast Record by Bill Graves, Pomo (recorded by F.A. Riddell, 1950).
227. Notes on Various Collections from Sites in Sonoma County (by R. Hooloday).
228. Notes on the George Poore Collection, Mountain Ranch, Calaveras County, and a List of Specimens from Calaveras County and Marin County. Drawings by Norman Roust. 1956.
231. Description of Early Horizon Type Collection from Sites Sac-107, Sac-168, SJo-56, and SJo-68, Donated to Sacramento State College 6/56 (by J.A. Bennyhoff, 1956).
233. The Big Meadow Indians of Plumas County (by Chester Rich, 1956).
234. Some Random Notes and Thoughts on Incised Pebbles (by C.E. Smith, 1956).
237. Translation of H. Balfet's La Vannerie, Essai de Classification (by M.A. Baumhoff, 1957). Published as UCAS No.47.
238. A Bibliography of Nevada Archaeology (by G.L. Grosscup, 1957). Published as UCAS No. 36.
239. Field Notes, Burial Records, Animal Bone from Nap-1, Nap-14, Nap-39 (by Field class, Spring, 1947, R.F. Heizer, instructor). Also, Nap-16 Field Notes, Burial Records and Animal Bone Slips, with Site Map (by Field class, Spring, 1956). Also, Notes on Nap-16 by Treganza.
240. Sac-60 Burial Chart, Incomplete but the Only Data Available on Individual Burials from the Hick's Site (by F. Fenenga, 1938).
244. Notes on Modern Petroglyphs of Central California and Western Nevada (by A.B. Elsasser, 1957).
245. Appendix I (for Report by Sacramento State College on Excavations at Berryessa Valley: A) Salvage Excavation on Nap-89 by UCAS (by A.B. Elsasser); B) Summary of Artifacts Recovered (by J.E. Smith); C) Analysis of Shell Ornaments (by J.A. Bennyhoff).
251. Archaeological Excavations in the Coyote Valley Reservoir Area, Mendocino County (by Treganza, 1957).
254. Notes from the 1957 Great Basin Symposium (by J.A. Bennyhoff).
255. Field Notes from Yol-13 (by Field Class, Summer 1958).
261. Salvage Archaeology in the Trinity Reservoir Area, Northern California Done During the 1958 Field Season (by A.E. Treganza, 1958).
265. Data on Soil Samples from Indian Village Sites (by A. Treganza, 1946).
269. "My Indian Friends in Southern Lassen County" (by Lucie Dean Patton, 1952).
271. Petroglyphs on Tule Lake, Modoc County (by E.J. Dawson, 1929).
274. Field Notes Referring to Petroglyph Recording and Archaeological Survey and Small Excavations in Kern and Tulare Counties, Beginning ca. 1959.
278. The Examination of Indian Shellmounds within San Francisco Bay, with Reference to the Possible 1579 Land Fall of Sir Francis Drake: Second Field Season (by A.E. Treganza).
279. Archaeological Investigation of the Vallejo Adobe, Petaluma Adobe State Historical Monument (by A. Treganza).
281. Indian - White Conflict at Monterey (by S.M. Broadbent, 1953).
283. The Examination of Indian Shell Mounds in the Tomales and Drake's Bay Areas with Reference to 16th-Century Historic Contacts (by Treganza, 1959).
284. Photographs of Fresno County Sierran Sites (by M. Hindes, 1959).
287. The Vancouver Collection in the British Museum. Notes and Photographs (by E. R. Prince, 1960). [Original manuscript and negatives are missing. Manuscript partially replaced from author’s research files.]
289. The Archaeology of a Summer Camp Site (Alp-29) in Hope Valley (by A. Elsasser, 1960).
293. The Cedric Thornton collection from Potter Valley, Mendocino County (by C. Thornton, 1960).
297. The Archaeology of Amadee Cave (Las-90) (by Riddell and Shutler).
299. Aboriginal Trails of the Kaweah Basin (Tulare County) (by J. von Werlhoff, 1961).
**303. Photostats of Original Accounts of the Lone Woman of San Nicolas Island. Published in UCAS Report No. 55.
304. An Appraisal of the B.W. Hathaway Collection (various authors and dates).
305. Field Catalog from the Nevada Expedition of 1958. Also, Artifacts from the Smith Collection, Reno (by R. Heizer, M. Baumhoff, and A. Elsasser).
*310. Organization of U.C. Archaeological Survey.
*313. Method for Setting up Arrangement of Kodachrome Slides.
316. Negatives and Prints of Sites and Artifacts from Huntington Lake Region (by M.G. Hindes, no date given).
318. Correspondence with Laurence V. Deghan Regarding Indians of Yosemite National Park. 1957.
319. Petroglyph Manuscript from the Southwest Museum on Microfilm. (Microfilm copy Ms. 415.)
320. Material Pertaining to the Antiquities Law.
321. Notes on the Bowers Collection and the Archaeology of Bowers Cave (Heizer and Elsasser, no date given).
324. Archaeological Investigations within Construction Site Areas of Unit #1, PG&E Atomic Park, Sonoma County (by D. Fredrickson, 1962).
326. Materials Used by Mrs. Kroeber in Ishi.
329. Indian Village Site on Walker Creek, Tomales Bay, Mrn-368 (by H.C. Ryker, 1963).
331. Miscellaneous Data on Sjo-68.
333. Directions for Recording Site Data and for Taking Soil Samples at Sites (by S.F. Cook).
334. Willow Creek Data, Mnt-281 and Mnt-282 (Mnt-285 and Mnt-286, also mentioned.) Z. Pohorecky, 1964.
335. Maps, Negatives and Prints, Kodachromes, etc., from Mexican Field Trip (by Tillie Smith, 1963).
336. Fort Ross, California, Sites Investigated by Santa Rosa Junior College (by von der Porten, 1961).
337. List of Chumash Manuscripts in the BAE Archives of the Smithsonian Institution Revised Through 1962; Includes 13 Harrington Manuscripts.
339. Pictograph Site Record Sheets, Thermofax, for Monterey, Kern, Riverside, Tulare, Ventura, San Diego, Mono, and San Luis Obispo Counties (by Campbell Grant).
344. Drawings of Projectile Points from California and Nevada (by Frank D. Parker, 1963).
345. Arizona and Nevada Miscellaneous Site Records and Correspondence, etc. 1960-1964.
*347. Preliminary Report (General Archaeological and Ethnographic) on Mounds of the Bay Area and Missions of California (by P.M. Jones, 1900). (Delivered to Lowie Museum by Mrs. Kroeber, 1961.)


349. San Francisco Bay Mounds (by N. Nelson, 1907).
350. Site Surveys from the Russian River to the Golden Gate Mounds (by N. Nelson, 1910).
353. Sausalito Mound #3 (by N. Nelson, 1910). Original Notes and Typed Copy.
354. San Rafael Mound #860, Mrn-315. (by N. Nelson, 1910).
*358. Greenbrae Mound #76, Mrn-76 (by N. Nelson, ca. 1911).
359. San Mateo Mound #372, SMa-33 (by N. Nelson, 1911).
362. Presidio Mound #417 (by Loud, 1912).
363. Half Moon Bay Mounds, General Notes (by Loud, 1912).
364. Carquinez Mound #236 (by Loud, 1912).
365. Walnut Creek Mounds #419-428, CCo-239, CCo-240 (by Loud, 1913).
366. Monterey County Shellmounds (by E.W. Gifford, 1913).
367. Detailed Analysis of Shellmound Samples (by E.W. Gifford, 1913). Published in Final Form in UCPAAE Vol. 13.
368. San Diego Bay Mounds (by Welty, 1913).
*369. Humboldt Bay Sites (by Loud, 1913). Published in Part in UCPAAE 14.
372. Map Showing Location of Santa Cruz Island Mounds (by L. Outhwaite, 1913).
373. Sonoma Valley Sites, Son-28 and General (by L. Loud and J. Peter, 1920).
375. Tehama County Mounds (by E. Golomshtok, 1922).
376. Richmond and Napa Valley Sites, in General (by Stephens, 1922).
377. Emeryville Mound #309, Ala-309 (by W.E. Schenck, 1924). Published in Final Form in UCPAAE 23.
378. Southern Sierra Sites (by Dron, 1925).
379. Monterey County Sites, General (by Hill, 1929).
381. Central San Joaquin Reconnaissance, 1940-1942 (by G.W. Hewes and C. Massey). Published Under Title: Archaeological Survey of the Central San Joaquin Valley, 1951.
382. Personal Journals for San Francisco Mound #328, #329, Howell's Point Mound, Colusa County Survey Trips (by W.R. Wedel).
386. Notes on Pictographs and Petroglyphs, Mostly Kern County (by Cawley, 1965).
387. Prehistoric and Indian Trails on Southern California Deserts (by Belden, 1961).
388. The Ophir Skull from Virginia City (by P. Reichlen, 1965).
390. Shrines, Effigies and Ceremonial Grounds of the Panamints; and Indian Activities Around Shoshone and Pahrump Valleys the 1860's (by L. Burr Belden, 1964).
391. Nevada Sites Related to California Sites Along the Colorado River (by Haenzsel, 1965).
392. Arizona Sites Related to California Sites Along the Colorado River (by Haenzsel, 1965).
398. Miscellaneous Information, Correspondence and Archaeological Data on Northwestern California Sites (by various authors).
399. Original Notes and Diagrams used by E.W. Gifford and W.E. Schenk, 1926, from the Southern San Joaquin Valley.
403. Archaeology of the Southern San Joaquin Valley (by Gifford an Schenck). Published in UCPAAE 23:1, 1926, in less detailed form.
405. Working notes on California Indian Mines and Quarries Compiled by Heizer and Treganza in 1940.
406. Photographs of Sites SBr-194 and SBr-195 (by Scott Ryerson, no date given).
407. Collection of Site Descriptions and Illustrations of Petroglyph and Pictograph Sites in Southern California Counties (by Arda Haenszel).
409. Petroglyph Sites in Inyo and Mono Counties (collected by von Werlhoff, 1959).
410. Microfilm Record Prints of 9 BAE Manuscripts on Petroglyphs in California, Nevada and Oregon.
411. California Petroglyph Survey Carried out by ARF in 1963 (by M. Heicksen).
412. Description of Archaeological Materials from Sac-A (Hotchkiss Culture) (by S. Ragir, 1968).
415. Photocopies of Petroglyphs from the Chalfant Group, Swansea Group and Other Inyo County Petroglyph Sites. Copied from a Manuscript in Southwest Museum Library. 16pgs. (Ms. 319 is a microfilm copy of Ms. 415).
417. Study of Pestles in the American Museum of Natural History (by J. Bird).
419. Orange County Anthropological Survey: Indian Plants, Indian Food, Artifacts, Indian Art, Photographs, Maps, Miscellaneous Notes, Daily Journals.
420. Site Reconnaissance of Santa Catalina Island (by N.C. Nelson, 1912).
424. Some Numerals from the California Indian Languages (collected by C.E. Kelsey, 1905-1906).
428. File of Native California Informants, Compiled from mss. #425-427 and from Published Literature (by Heizer and Nissen, 1972).
**429. Work Sheets for Preparation of Manuscript #428 (by Heizer and Nissen, 1972). Ms. 429 is a transcription of the index cards in ms. 428.
430. Distinguishing Among Multinomial Populations: a Decision Theoretic Approach (by J.L. Stormberg, partial manuscript requirements).
431. General Bibliography of Materials Pertaining to the Maidu Indians of Central California (by Bernard L. Fontana).
*432. Aerial Photographs of Giant Figures Along Colorado River (by M. Heizer, 1971).
433. New Information About the Aboriginal Population of the Santa Barbara Channel (by Alan K. Brown). Published as UCAS Report No.69.
436. Survey of Tomales Bay, Bodega Bay and Sonoma County Coast Sites, with Quadrangle Maps (by J. Peters, 1923).
441. Site Survey of Southern California Coast from Topanga Canyon to San Diego Bay (by N.C. Nelson, 1912).
442. Original Field Notebooks and Photo Prints of Santa Barbara Mainland and Santa Cruz Island Excavations, Including Some Quad Sheets with Site Locations (by R.L. Olson, 1927-1928).
**443. Analysis of Tribes Signing the 18 Unratified 1851-1852 California Treaties, Later Published as an ARF Non-Serial, with Preface by A.L. Kroeber, Including Map Showing Actual Territory Controlled by the Identifiable "Tribal" Groups (scale 1:1, 000, 000) (by R.F. Heizer, 1955). See Published Records in Native American Studies Library.

**452.** X-Ray of Imbedded Serrated Point from CCo-138, Published in *Arrow Points or Knives?* by Hester and Heizer, America Antiquity, 1973. 1 x-ray.

**453.** Excavations at Calaveras 175 (by J. Tuttle).

**454.** Survey of CA-Mnt-315 (by B.K. Swartz, Jr.).


*457. Notes on Boundaries and Culture of the Panamint Shoshone and Owens Valley Paiute (by G.L. Grosscup). Margin Notes by A.L. Kroeber and/or R.F. Heizer; Map Accompanies Text. Done while Grosscup was Employed as C.H. Merriam Fellow.

458. A visit with Ly-Dam-Lill-Le (by B.L. Fontana).


**461. Original Pen and Ink Illustrations and Photostat Negatives of NV-El-11 (South Fork Shelter). All Published in UCAS Reports.


463. A Study and Interpretation of a Bedrock Mortar Site Near West Point, Calaveras County (by S. James, for Anthropology 176, 1973).


465. Historic Roundhouse Sites in the Central Sierra Nevadas (by J.C. von Werlhof).


**468. A Review of Clear Lake Pomo Culture, by Michael J. Lowy. This Manuscript was Originally Written in 1973 for Vol. VIII of the Handbook of North American Indians, But Since It Was Much Too Long, He Published an Abbreviated Version Which Refers to this Present Fuller Account. Other Copies of this Account Deposited in the Smithsonian, ARF, and with the Author.

**469. Photocopies of Published Articles on the Subject of California Indian Warfare, Plus a Seminar Paper of ca. 1956 by T. McCorkle on the Subject (compiled by Anthropology 195 class, taught by R.F. Heizer,1969).

470. California Indian Demography: Habitation Counts and Site Areas (by M.H. Heicksen). Data on Site Dimensions and Number of Observed Housepits in California Prepared from ARF Site Files and Utilized by S.F. Cook and R.F. Heizer to Prepare Article in K. C. Chang's Settlement Archaeology and UCAS Report No. 64.


**472. Camera-Ready Copy of Contributions Nos. 6-10. Stored 10/88. Contact Archaeological Research Facility.


476. Notes on Private Archaeological Collections in Southern San Joaquin Valley (Probably Made by Gifford and/or Schenck, undated).
480. A Faunal Analysis in the Santa Cruz Mountains (by E. Blinman, 1975).
493. Clay Artifacts from Western Contra Costa County, Brooks Island [CCo-290] and San Pablo [CCo-272] (by W. Rose, 1974).
**496. Camera-Ready Copy of One Article in Contribution No. 27 (by C. Jones). Stored 10/88. Contact Archaeological Research Facility.


504. Notes on the Salinan Tribe (by O. Wollesen).
   Part 1: Family Tree of a Salinan names Eusebio Encinales, with a history of his life.


**510. Camera-Ready Copy of Contribution No. 27, Minus 2 Articles (see Ms.496, 497). Stored 10/88. Contact Archaeological Research Facility.


512. Shoshonean Pottery of the Western Great Basin (by E.R. Prince).


520. Ethnographic Notes on Indians of the Santa Barbara Channel Islands (by A.L. Kroeber, no date given).


**524b. Type-Set Cover for Contribution No. 43. Stored 10/88. Contact Archaeological Research Facility.
**524c.** Blue-Line Copy of Contribution No. 43. Stored 10/88. Contact Archaeological Research Facility.


527. Trinomial Designation of Spyrock Road Petroglyph Site, Mendocino County, California (Men-433,-437,-511. (by Dan Foster, 1988).


529. The Archaeology of Mitchell's Caverns (by Albert B. Elsasser, Martin Baumhoff, and Michael J. Harner).

530. California Indian Village Site Locations (by E.W. Gifford, S.A. Barrett, and M.A. Baumhoff).

531. The Archaeological Test Excavation of Sites CA-Col-76 and CA-Col-81, Fouts Springs, Mendocino National Forest, California (by Charles Slaymaker, 1983).

532. The Berkeley Wall, Tilden Park (by Russell Swanson, 1984).

533. Map of the Farmington Site [Sta-44], Showing Trench Where Carbon Sample for C14 Dating Was Taken (by Gene Prince).


   Part 1 of 5: Correspondence.

   Part 2 of 5: Reprints and articles on coprolites.

   Part 3 of 5: Photographs.

   Part 4 of 5: Working notes and rough drafts, etc.

   Part 5 of 5: Paper by Norman Linnaeus Roust, "A Preliminary Scatologic Examination of Prehistoric Human Coprolites Found In Western Nevada."


553. Tribal and Village Survey of California, assembled by Robert F. Heizer, 1948-50. List including all village names is divided into 12 parts. Including Tribal boundary surveys, maps, and commentary.


556. Ground stone artifacts from the Topanga Canyon Tank Site 1 (Lan-1), 1947. No author given.


Part 1 of 3: point typology and distribution tables.

Part 2 of 3: point distribution maps, drawings and data on Ch-15 (Humboldt Lakebed) points.

Part 3 of 3: maps showing point distributions references, and, descriptions.

559. Correspondence relating to location of petroglyphs. Used in publication by Julian H. Steward, 1926-27.


562. Original plates and maps for Mrn-250 (Isabella Meadows Cave) and Cal-99 (Winslow Cave), by C. Meighan. No date given.

563. Site Survey File. Site files, and Correspondence from 1958-75.

Part 1 of 7: Letters regarding site records and designations, notes, Parks and Recreation site survey records.

Part 2 of 7: UCAS duplicate records, site survey file data.

Part 3 of 7: original site records for Tuolome, Tulare, Trinity, and Yuba counties.

Part 4 of 7: Riverside County sites (Riv-523 through 660), from the San Bernadino County Museum.


Part 6 of 7: letters between R.F. Heizer and others regarding site designations and missing records.

Part 7 of 7: letters pertaining to the establishment of the UCLA Archaeological Survey, between R.F. Heizer and others.
564. Correspondence between the Lowie Museum and the Archaeological Research Facility, regarding the transfer of manuscripts to the ARF, 1960-66.
571. Composite Catalog of Smithsonian Institution's 1933-34 excavations at Ker-39. Also includes transcript of an interview with Dr W.R. Wedel from 1989.
574. Anthropology 128, Student Course Papers on "State of the Collection: Santa Cruz Island Site 100." Fall 1995, taught by Edward Luby.